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Correction Number CP-1794

Log Summary: Correct some mistakes in PS3.4 annexes Y, Z, and AA

Name of Standard PS3.4

Rationale For Correction
Annex Y is currently titled “Instance and Frame Level Retrieve SOP Classes” while it describes the Composite Instance Root Retrieve Service Class. Hence it should be titled as such. Also, a space should be added after the first sentence.

Annex Z is currently titled “Composite Instance Retrieve Without Bulk Data SOP Classes” while it describes the Composite Instance Retrieve Without Bulk Data Service Class. Hence it should be titled as such. Also, a space should be added after the first sentence. Furthermore, there seems to be a copy-paste error in the second paragraph of Z.1.1.

Annex AA requires a space in its title, an extra comma in the first paragraph, and a clarification of “these Storage SOP Classes” in the second paragraph.

Correction Wording:

---

Item #1: Changes in PS3.4, Annex Y

Y Composite Instance Root and Frame Level Retrieve SOP Service Classes (Normative)

Y.1 Overview

Y.1.1 Scope

Composite Instance Root Retrieve Service is a service within the DICOM Query/Retrieve Service class defined in Annex C. The retrieve capability of this service allows a DICOM AE to retrieve Composite Instances or selected frames from a remote DICOM AE over a single Association or request the remote DICOM AE to initiate a transfer of Composite Object Instances or selected frames from image objects to another DICOM AE.

The Enhanced Multi-Frame Image Conversion Extended Negotiation Option of the DICOM Query/Retrieve Service class defined in Annex C is also supported for the Composite Instance Root Retrieve Service.

...

---

Item #2: Changes in PS3.4, Annex Z

Z Composite Instance Retrieve Without Bulk Data SOP Service Classes (Normative)

Z.1 Overview

Z.1.1 Scope
Composite Instance Retrieve Without Bulk Data Service is a service within the DICOM Query/Retrieve Service class defined in Annex C. The retrieve capability of this service allows a DICOM AE to retrieve Composite Instances without retrieving their pixel data or other potentially large Attributes as defined in Section Z.1.3.

The Enhanced Multi-Frame Image Conversion Extended Negotiation Option of the DICOM Query/Retrieve Service class defined in Annex C is also supported for the Composite Instance **Root Retrieve Without Bulk Data** Service.
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